
Spa Pillow #1075 $49.95 
- Sit back and rest your head on the cushy Softub Spa 

pillow.  The weighted design allows the cushion to rest 
securely in place. Available in all Softub colour options. 

Indicate colour choice upon ordering.

Spaside LED Handrail #1176 $260.00
- Rotates 360 to allow for assisted spa entry or exit. 
Locking feature allows the handrail to be fixed in any 
position for increased safety and peace of mind. 
Features LED light for easily locating handle. Base 
mounts under Softub for secure installation. 
Gray charcoal finish. 

Softub RX Lid Lifter #1175 $250.00
- The unique undermount installation plate allows 
the Softub Cover Lifter to be installed wherever you 
choose and requires only 18" of clearance. The Softub 
cover is supported entirely by the lifter eliminating 
any stresses, which translates to a longer cover life. 
It can be operated by a single user from any position 
you choose; side of the tub, the back or even from 
inside the tub.

Mini-Me Softub #9035 $180.00 
– Keep your favourite beverages cold or use 
as a foot bath to keep sand and debris out 
of your Softub.

Thermal Spa Blanket 

Helps in retaining heat of the water.

140 #1302      $44.95 
220 #1301       $44.95
300 #1300       $44.95

Aqua Tray Spa Side Table
Grey/Gris #1071 
Beige #1072 
Black/Noir #1073 
Slides over the edge of all Softub models. Ideal for 
holding beverages and snacks.

Softub Towel #1250 
– Thick & thirsty microfiber Softub towels 

depicting our fun “Sunny” mascot

Sunny The Duck #1051 $9.95
 – This little guy is always up for 
joining in the fun in the Softub 

Floating Duck 
Thermometer 
#1064 $14.50 

InSPAration Spa and Bath Fragrances 
(packets) #1077 $28.95 – 10 packet sample 
size in a variety of soothing fragrances

Waterproof Playing Cards (2 decks) #1078 
$29.95 – 100% plastic card are impervious 
to water, playable forever

Boca Rattan Surround Softub 220 - #1188,  Softub 300 - #1189
- Encircle your Softub with a fun and functional wrap around surround deck. The Boca 

Rattan surround beautifies the look of your Softub while adding a practical surrounding 
counter area for drinks, towels and spa side snacks. We recommend an exterior cover to 

maintain the colour and protect the beauty of this surround.  
For 220 Softub Part #1253, 300 Softub #1254 

Softub Wood Surround Softub 220 - #1090, Softub 300 - #1091
- Encircle your Softub with a fun and functional wrap around surround deck. Made in 

Canada with BC western red cedar to last many, many years. Includes curved step section 
as well.  We recommend an exterior cover to maintain the colour and protect the 

beauty of this surround.  For 220 Softub Part #1251, 300 Softub #1252

One Step 
- Wood curved step section made of BC Western red cedar 
is available separately.  Fits both 220 & 300 models #1092

Spa Side Umbrella #1177  
- This stylish umbrella is 

attractive in any spa setting 
and rotates 360° to provide 

coverage beside or over the hot 
tub. The unique base design simply 
slides under the Softub hot tub to 

keep the umbrella securely in place 
using the weight of the water.  

Umbrella includes a tilt feature.       
Available in Black,  Shadow, Espresso

Softcushion - Black/Noir (Each/Chaque)  #1018

A versatile water filled seat. Acts as a booster or raises hips 
for aquatic leg exercise.

$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95
$29.95

Blue/Bleu - (Each/Chaque) #1019 
Pearl/Perle - (Each/Chaque) #1020 
Galaxy (Each/Chaque) #1021 
Slate (Each/Chaque) #1022 

$49.95   
$49.95   
$49.95   



Filter Carbon Pre-Fill
#1776  $28.95

Nature 2 Spa Clarifier 
Cartridge #1184  $37.95

Spa Boss - Whirlpool Rinse (500ml) #1705 $9.95 

Softub Start-Up Kit Chlorine #1738  $79.95

Softub Start-Up Kit Bromine #1739 $82.95

Test Strips 6 in 1 Chlorine #1775 $16.95  

Nature2 Water Treatment Kit #1786 $110.95  

Water Treatment Guide #1736 $2.00  

Aqua Finesse Filter Cleaner #1720 $9.95
4-way Test Strips 
Chlorine/Bromine 
#1750 $11.95

Spa Boss 
Defoamer (500ml) 
#1716  $10.95 

Spa Boss Natural Enzyme 
Descummer (500ml) 
#1725 $12.95 

Spa Boss Water Clarifier 
(Spa Clear) (500ml) 
#1730 $9.95

Spa Boss Ultra 
Spa (800g) 
#1755 $15.95 

Spa Boss Alkalinity 
Increaser (750g) 
#1740 $7.95 

Spa Boss 
PH Decreaser (1kg)  
#1709 $8.95  

Spa Boss Spa Shock (1kg) 
#1710  $16.95

Spa Boss Chlorine 
(800g) #1701 $17.95
Spa Boss Chlorine 
(1.5kg) #1702 $24.95

Spa Boss PH 
Increaser (750g) 
#1708  $7.95

Spa Boss - Prevent II 
(500ml) #1706  
$12.95

Spa Boss 
Brominating 
Concentrate 
(700g) #1754 $19.95 

Exterior Cover Hydromate 
P7/P8 #1231 $120.00 
– extra weather protection for 
your Hydromate, allows access 
to control panel

Hand Skimmer #1061 $15.00
- Easily retrieve leaves and 
other debris from the 
spa water

Grit Gitter #1062 $49.95   
- Just a squeeze and the super 
suction Grit Gitter makes it easy 
to remove grit from your spa 
and hot tubs. 

Mytee Mitt #1063 $22.95
- Removes algae, rust & dirt 
from your Softub. Patented 
non-scratching cleaning bristles 
are safe on all spa surfaces. 

   
Scumbug (pkg of 1) #1067 $11.45
Scumbug (pkg of 2) #1066 $18.95
– This friendly critter absorbs 
40 times its weight in oils and 
lotions helping prevent scum 
rings at the water line

Filter Sock - Short Blue 
#1088 $7.95
Snap-On Filter Sock  - Blue 
#1242  $17.95
Snap-On Filter Sock - Pearl 
#1247  $17.95

Tear Aid Kits
A. Fabric Repair #3072 
B. Vinyl Repair #3019
– Airtight, watertight transparent 
repair patch; one for vinyl and 
one for fabric 

Exterior Weather Cover
– Protect your Softub investment 
from debris and UV exposure with 
our custom fitted Weather Cover. 
Covers entire tub and attached 
Hydromate pak. 
140 #1237 $230.00    
220 #1235 $250.00   
300 #1238 $270.00

Transport Cover 
- Heavy duty protective cover for 
use when transporting your 
Softub, fits tub only with elastic 
cinch for secure fit. 
   
                                                                                  

Exterior Cover 
Wood Surround
220  #1251 $320.00   
300 #1252 $350.00

Exterior Cover
Boca Surround
220  #1254 $320.00   
300  #1253 $350.00  

300 Locking Cover 
Replacement Safety Strap 
- buckles only for bi-fold 
#1131 $49.95

220 Locking Cover 
Replacement Safety Strap 
- buckles only for bi-fold 
#1129 $49.95

Water Treatment Products Spa Care & Maintenance

Weather Covers

140 #1200 $250.00   
220 #1205 $280.00   
300 #1210 $320.00
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